CASE STUDY: Comfort in the Texas sun

Building

Private Residence

Location

Hurst, Texas, USA

Window Film

DR15 SR CDF (Warm Gray)

Type

Solar Control Film

Dual Reﬂective Series
DR15 SR CDF (Warm Gray)
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LLumar window film addressed the
heat and glare while preserving the
abundant and desirable natural light.
Rooms feel cooler, so Frank and his
family spend more time in them. He’s
not worried about his furnishings
fading prematurely. And he hasn’t
had to sacrifice his view. Frank and
his family couldn’t be happier with
the reasonable cost, easy installation
and professional appearance. When
asked what he would have done
differently, Frank said he only wishes
he would have installed LLumar
window film years earlier.

% Visible Reflectance
(exterior)

Local LLumar dealer Ron Boully, of
Lone Star Window Tinting, helped
transform Frank’s home into the
relaxing retreat it was designed to
be. After a simple phone call and
in-home consultation, Frank decided
on LLumar DR-15 SR CDF window
film for the living room as well as the
south-facing windows.

% Visible Light
Transmittance

Frank Pittman’s Dallas-area home
boasts soaring windows in the formal
living area and along its south side,
overlooking the pool and manicured
yard. But over 20 years, the blazing
Texan sun turned those windows into
a source of discomfort for Frank and
his family. Blinding glare, oppressive
heat, and furniture-fading UV rays
were a near-constant presence.
Shutting the drapes would hide his
view and block out the natural light,
so he went in search of a smarter
solution and found LLumar® window
film.
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Dual-Reflective films are highly reflective on the exterior; lower on the interior, which helps provide clear day and night views. Traditionally specified on commercial buildings, DualReflective films are also popular for sunbelt residential applications. They are scratch-resistant, shield 99% of ultraviolet rays, and provide excellent heat rejection.
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LLumar.com
The solar performance data reported for LLumar architectural window films was captured using the National Fenestration Rating Council’s (NFRC) standard guidelines for window film solar performance measurement as measured on single pane, 1/8 inch (3 mm),
clear glass. Reported values are taken from representative product samples and are subject to normal manufacturing variances. Actual performance will vary based on a number of factors, including glass type and properties. Films do not eliminate fading - they
reduce it. UV rays and heat are contributing factors to fading, but other factors exist. For further information, see LLumar.com/download-library. © 2016 Eastman Chemical Company. LLumar® and the LLumar® logo are trademarks of Eastman Chemical Company
or one of its wholly owned subsidiaries. As used herein, ® denotes registered trademark status in the U.S. only. (08/16)

